Abstract. Aiming at such problems as unknown goal configuration, grasp space limitation, a large number of barriers in configuration space and high-dimension space redundancy during planning motion of humanoid robot arms grasping target, this paper proposes a generalized inverse rapid-exploring random tree (GIRRT) collision avoidance method. Firstly, it establishes kinematics and inverse kinematics models for upper arm of humanoid robot based on hierarchical sub-dimension space motion planning concept model. Secondly, it proposes a weighted minimal norm GIRRT planning algorithm. Finally, the effectiveness of the algorithm proposed in this paper has been verified via computer 3D simulation.
Introduction
Motion planning of humanoid robot arms grasping space object is about the motion planning [1] [2] with multiple constraints in a typical high-dimension C-space. This is a challenging frontier research field. Aiming at the complex system of close coupling humanoid robot, the complex problems of high-dimension space motion planning for humanoid robot are divided into a series of sub-problems in low-dimension space. Constraint coordinate scheme is applied to solve the sub-problems with increment mode [3] [4] [5] . At present, high-dimension space planning includes two typical methods: the methods based on random sampling, such as Probabilistic Road Map (PRM) [6] [7] [8] and Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) [9] [10] [11] . Kuffner et al succeeded in applying RRT method in biped walking robot H5 to solve walking, pose transformation, grasp, manipulation and motion planning [12] [13] . As for joint-type humanoid robot structure lacking kinematics analytical solution, this paper adopts the motion planning method based on random sampling to provide humanoid robot motion planning with new solutions according to the heuristic information provided by the robot in end-effector pose status in work space. Bertram et al applied the distance measurement of end-effector of humanoid robot in work space opposite to goal configuration as the heuristic information of Configuration Space (C-space) motion planning and guided RRT algorithm to rapidly expand towards the goal configuration in C-space [14] . Weghe et al applied Jacobian matrix transposition method to directly transform the heuristic information in work space into joint space configuration and improve the performance of humanoid robot motion planning [15] . Berenson et al applied projection technology to propose restricted bi-direction RRT algorithm and move sampling waypoints to constraint manifold and realize rapid motion planning for mechanical arm grasp with 7 DoFs [16] . When the goal configuration of humanoid robot arms is unknown, inverse kinematics solver is needed to guide RRT to expand towards the goal. The method based on transposed Jacobian matrix can be used to generate C-space and avoid seeking inverse kinematics (IK) solution. When the analytical solution of robot IK cannot be obtained and only goal grasp pose is known, RRT method based on transposed Jacobian matrix will be very useful. Apparently, double-tree or multiple-tree RRT cannot be realized due to the lack of specific C-space goal pose.
Aiming at motion planning problems of humanoid robot arms grasping objects, this paper firstly proposes a motion planning concept model for hierarchical sub-dimension space. Then, it further studies the kinematics and inverse kinematical modeling of humanoid robot arms. Based on this, it proposes a weighted minimal norm GIRRT planning algorithm. Finally, the effectiveness of the 4th International Conference on Mechatronics, Materials, Chemistry and Computer Engineering (ICMMCCE 2015) algorithm proposed in this paper has been verified via computer 3D visualization simulation.
Problem Description
The arm grasp motion planning studied in this paper can be set as: keep the joints of lower limbs (left and right feet, left and right legs) still, and complete goal grasp and other operations by only depending on cooperation and collaboration of waist, left and right arms. , and forward kinematical equation is ) (θ f p = e . Then, the motion planning for humanoid robot arm grasping object studied in this paper can be defined as:
Given that the initial configuration of the robot is free start C θ ∈ (free C-space), its object configuration is obj p and feasible set is c g . Its goal configuration goal θ is unknown. Find continuous path mapping in C-space which can avoid collision, singularity and meet joint constraint conditions:
Kinematical Modeling of Humanoid Robot

Kinematic Model for Arms
Reference coordinate system of right arm with 7DoFs of humanoid robot based on D-H, coordinate system of connecting rod and work space diagram is shown in Fig.2 Forward kinematical (FK) equation for right arm model of humanoid robot can be described by end-effector Σ 7 pose of right arm opposite to homogeneous coordinate transformation matrix of reference coordinate system Σ 0 as:
In Formula (2), the right arm of robot is of redundancy. The rotational description that the elbow joint center surrounds the wrist joint and Σ 0 original point axis. Once the pose of elbow joint is determined, the analytical form for arm inverse kinematics can be deduced. According to the elbow circle of right arm shown in Fig.3 , the pose of arm elbow pose 4 0 T can be calculated. 
Where,
The pose of end-effector of right arm opposite to the right elbow joint is: 
Thus, the inverse kinematics problems of right arm with 7DoFs can be decomposed into Formula (3) and Formula (4) to express sub-inverse kinematics problems of two smaller dimensions. According to Formula (3), multiply 
The following formulas can be obtained from the equation consisting of the matrix (3,4) and other elements on the two sides of Formula (5): 
The following formulas can be obtained from the equation consisting of the matrix and other elements on the two sides of Formula (11): 
According to Formulas (6), (7), (9), (11), (12), (13) and (14), IK analytical equation for the right arm of robot can be obtained. Similarly, the forward and inverse kinematical equations for left arm of humanoid robot can be obtained.
Kinematic model for waist
The motion of the waist of humanoid robot in 3D space opposite to inertial reference system I Σ in lower limbs can be expressed with 4×4 homogeneous coordinate 
Rotation combination can be expressed as:
According to Formula (1) and Formula (19), homogeneous transformation matrix ) ( 7 θ T I for end-effector coordinate system ) ( 7 Σ ≡ Σ e opposite to inertial coordinate system I Σ can be obtained: ∈ R θ  . According to Formula (21), the forward kinematics differential equation for humanoid robot can be obtained:
Where , 10 6 ) (
is Jacobian matrix for humanoid robot arms. The inverse kinematics solution for redundancy kinematical equation (22) is homogeneous solution. There is no motion in end-effector. According to typical gradient projection method [17] proposed by Liegeois, use ) (θ H k∇ to replace ξ  . Formula (23) can be rewritten as:
is 6 6× nonsingular matrix after 4 columns are taken by J .
6×
∈ R J α is the matrix after 4 columns are divided by J . For joint displacement ultralimit in the process of grasp operation of humanoid robot, ) (θ H is taken as:
According to damping Weighted Least-Norm (WLN) method, the optimal solution for joint velocity of humanoid robot is:
Where, 
WLN GIRRT Algorithm
Aiming at the grasp task by the arms of humanoid robot, this paper proposes a weighted least-norm (WLN) GIRRT planning algorithm. The pseudo code for this algorithm can be described as: is to realize the extension from the step length λ to rand θ until any barrier is met. The new configuration near θ is obtained. Its operating principle diagram is shown in Fig.4 .
) is the core algorithm which extends towards the goal configuration by applying WLN generalized inverse. Its pseudo code is described as:
humanoid robot but the goal configuration is unknown, the gradient project method can be applied to guide the single-direction RRT method and avoid the barriers and singularities of robot joints, it can effectively approach the goal target and plan the feasible and best path for the grasp object avoiding collision.
Conclusion
Grasp operation of humanoid robot is a key technology related to humanoid robot motion planning study. Aiming the grasp space limitation, redundant constrict and unknown goal configuration, this paper further proposes a weighted minimal norm GIRRT collision avoidance motion planning algorithm. On the one hand, it can fully make use of the completeness of rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT) method seeking paths. On the other hand, gradient projection method can be applied to seek the velocity optimal solution which avoids configuration singularity and joint constraint. Thus, the extension of humanoid root from initial configuration to goal target can be guided. Finally, a collision avoidance path can be found to complete the operation of arm grasp target. This method is of common significance in solving the grasp or manipulation of humanoid robot for dynamic goal or unknown goal position in a complex environment. 
